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CREATIVE SPACE spotlights
local art and culture. It is written
by Joanne C. Hillhouse. Read the
extended edition with extras at
jhohadli.wordpress.com 

What is art for, if not for
times like this? 

Hurricane Maria hit Do-
minica in September 2017
roughly two weeks after Irma
decimated Antigua’s sister,
Barbuda. Many Caribbean is-
lands were knocked out by the
one-two punch. Survival and
rebuilding were immediate
priorities. 

Now, we have art that
speaks to the collective trauma
felt across these islands by
sharing Dominica’s specific ex-
perience: Celia Sorhaindo’s
Guabancex (Papillote), a book
equal to the category five mon-
ster with which it wrestles.
The title is Taino for the spiri-
tual entity associated with nat-
ural destructive forces. 

The short poetry collec-
tion reads like an unfolding
horror. “My daughter …
pointed at the flogged and
naked phantom trees; brutally
splintered limbs … black hol-
low knots in white tortured
trunks mouthing – the hor-
ror.” And, as with most hor-
rors, Guabancex compels even
as it repels. 

It is an emotional roller-
coaster. Its imagery is precise
and evocative. Its energy and
word flow; use of symbolism,
metaphor, anthropomor-
phism, allusions; its play on
words, and the blurring of the
lines between realism and
mythology elevate it.  

And yet, it is deeply per-
sonal, intimately specific, un-
censored, and accessible to the
very people it writes about - the

people as in the poem ‘Mudras’,
with empty buckets, jostling in
line, hoping for water. 

It declares “I’m not going
to sit here and paint a heavy
hurricane picture for you” in
its opener, ‘a poem filled with
words not metaphors’, a poem
wanting to be heard but not
interested in performing pain,
that this is not meant to be a
voyeuristic experience but an
immersive one.

The collection does a
good job of telling singular,
character-driven stories in po-
etic form. In so doing, it is
telling stories of the commu-
nity at the centre of the storm;
stories that anyone who has
been through trauma on this
scale – hurricanes, war, nu-
clear disaster, pandemics –
will find deeply and unfortu-
nately relatable. 

Relatable how water insis-
tently gets in to “sealed places”
and emotions are rubbed so
raw “even now, writing, I well
up” (‘Hypotonic’); relatable
how survivors wear their
trauma “swaying like a
punched drunk spirit” and
how night terrors are rein-
forced by “the chain rattle of a
locked door; …signaling pred-
ators” (‘In the Air’).  

Some of the poems step
back from the immediacy of
the trauma, and can be just as
nightmarish; the looting, the
xenophobia (“Dominicans
should fill first, before these
Haitians” from one of the men
jostling for water in ‘Mudras’),
the politicking. 

In poem after poem, we
have an epic meditation on
grief and survival, the “slow,
back and forth, across that
strange taut rope lying be-
tween horror and happiness,
self-reliance and assistance,
being alone and in the spirit of
community.” – ‘Ode for
Mum’s Missing Roof Screws
(Somewhere Still in the Uni-
verse)’.

‘Invoked’ is a stand out
piece for being from the per-
spective of Maria, self-styled
as a mythical entity with “Cy-
clops eye” and “cloven
hooves” (reminiscent of a cer-
tain Caribbean she-devil),

wrathful and full of judgment.  
There is a particular mad-

ness, an altering of reality that
happens after such a trauma.
In ‘H2.5AZ (Strong Ties, Gal-
vanized)’, Sorhaindo writes,
“blows they say will come
more frequently—ferociously
unpredictable.” This is life
now and that is stomach-
dropping. Art can be escapist,
therapeutic, and cathartic, but
it is also about truth telling.
This vexes people but it is part
of the artist’s work to make us
uncomfortable. 

Guabancex ends with a
multi-page poem, ‘Hurricane
Praxis (Xorcising Maria Xperi-
ence)’, which goes on so long
it creates the feeling of being
trapped in the experience with
the people; one can only hope
that on some level it does ex-
orcise the experience – though
nothing really can. Perhaps,
not even art. But still, create,
especially in times like these.

Celia Sorhaindo

Guabancex’s cover is a satellite image of Hurricane Maria.

Art in times of trauma


